
 
 

Corascendea became affected by the weight of suffering that she feels descended 

from her suspension, by the death of two vulnerable Slovaks who trusted and 

needed her, and by the birth of a disabled child the mother was due to abort.  But 

she would never contemplate harming herself, or to take her own life, due to her 

commitments towards others and because suicide, as a form of an escape from 

pressures of life, is an unacceptable solution to someone who is a Cathar.  
 

Instead, she dedicated herself to her spiritual work and to writing, and her 

realizations of the recent years in form of many essays and articles attracted readers 

in all parts of the World.  The Cathar Testament, of which she is the author, and her 

articles on the Cathars, had been published on many professional webs in English, 

Slovak, and Czech.  A novel inspired by her work by an established international 

author based in Germany was published in Slovakia in 2013, and a similar e-book in 

English was launched in the same year.  Both authors were in touch with Dr Cathar 

during the writing of their works.  Dr Cathar’s own research on the Shroud of Turin in 

2013 has proven that the man in the Shroud almost certainly could not have been 

Jesus Christ, but most likely was Jacques de Molay, the last Grandmaster of the 

Knights Templar.  While still living in Europe, Dr Cathar was fluent in seven European 

languages.  Her PhD is in Sociology and Philosophy and she is a British academic 

author in the field of international business management. 
 

The events and how others approached them meant, that Corascendea has lost 

every interest to participate in society, which she feels, loses the right to call it-self 

“human” on the day when police start persecuting those who stand up against 

crime, physicians look the other way as bureaucrats kill, and state television 

broadcasts lies to eliminate the witness.   God speaks to Corascendea and although 

she wishes nothing more than to return to Him, she now looks forward to the future.  

God tells her that by 2016 Justice will have been done with those harming her. 
 

God further tells her, that the experiences she was put through as an infinitely loving 

and innocent human being, will in not too distant future be taught about in schools, 

and will eventually lead to this world becoming a better place.  There is nothing more 

that she could want. 
 

The events taking place had been predicted for many centuries.  The proof that the 

World did not believe is in that it happened.  
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